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LH Aviation sells a civil surveillance UAV
to the United Arab Emirates police forces
and signs a strategic partnership with Diginext.
About LH Aviation
Member of GICAT and ASTech
pole, LH Aviation is a French aircraft
manufacturer located on the airfield
of Melun-Villaroche, near Paris.
Supported by the aviation investment
fund Magellan Industries, the company
produces a full range of aircrafts from
the LH-10 Ellipse, an all-carbon tandem
two-seater, dedicated to professional
markets, to the Explorair 45 rotary
drone and the LH-D tactical UAV. The
LH-10 Ellipse is the first aircraft in
light aviation category to enable multimission and to put the concept of a
«plug & play» aircraft within the reach
of all countries. The LH-10 Ellipse
combines operational efficiency, high
technology, optimum utilisation and
cost control.
www.lhaviation.com

Yesterday, Tuesday 16th of June, LH AVIATION signed for the sale of a civil
surveillance UAV to the United Arab Emirates (UAE) police forces. The
machine will be delivered end of July 2015. Equipped with an optronic ball, it is
used to do surveillance missions in urban areas and sensitive sites, and can also
interface itself with a decisional operational system tool.
In the frame of the development of its professional UAVs range, LH AVIATION
and the company DIGINEXT have decided to put in place a strategic
partnership.
DIGINEXT developed the innovative solution CRIMSON command center for
the maintenance of security and crisis management.
The two companies decided to work together to offer their customers a unique,
100% French solution, consisting of a totally integrated interfaced UAV with a
collaborative information system to help with the decision making at the different
commanding levels of the organizations involved in operations of security
maintaining and crisis management. Besides its operational use, the system
allows for the training and mission preparation.
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